MORTON AT HOME

Morton has you covered during mealtimes, playtime and even the wintertime. Get to know the many ways that Morton can help you at home.
CULINARY

Salt is anything but basic. It's the original ingredient. Essential to cooking and baking. The key to every kitchen. Just a pinch can punch up flavor. And Morton has the culinary salt and seasonings you need to make every dish delicious.

WATER SOFTENING

Do you have spotty dishes? Buildup in your shower? How about dry, itchy skin? Or laundry that feels like sandpaper? Then you may have hard water. And you're not alone. Hard water affects three out of four households in the U.S.

The solution is to soften your water. Morton® Water Softener Salts can help. As the #1 brand of water softening salt, Morton can help you discover why soft water is better water.
POOL

Feel the difference. Morton’s high purity pool salts help keep your pool running and your family protected from the effects of chlorine so your pool water feels better for your eyes, skin, and hair.

SNOW & ICE MELT

Let Morton take the worry out of your winter with our premium line of Ice Melt products that will help keep your family and pets safe.
MORTON AT WORK

Businesses count on Morton to keep them going strong – across factories and farms, restaurants and roadways and virtually everywhere in between. Discover the many ways that Morton is hard at work for our customers.
SNOW & ICE CONTROL

Weather the Winter with Morton. When winter weather arrives, don’t be stuck out in the cold. Turn to Morton Salt. We have the experience, network and deicing salt solutions you need to keep roads clear and people safe.

FOOD MANUFACTURING

With over 50 grades and mixtures designed for food manufacturers, our complete line of salts and salt-related products set the industry standard. Explore our offering to find the right product for your application.
FOOD SERVICE

As the leader in the salt category, we have made our name synonymous with quality, reliability and service for more than 150 years. With over 50 grades and mixtures designed for food manufacturers, our complete line of salts and salt-related products set the standard.
With over 14,000 different uses, salt is relied upon by industries as diverse as chemicals manufacturing, power generation, hide processing and textile dyeing. For over 160 years, Morton Salt has led the way in helping customers optimize the use of salt in their products and processes. And today, with our comprehensive offering, unrivaled number of production facilities and the largest logistics network of any salt manufacturer in North America, we’re ready to make salt a key ingredient in your company’s success.
PHARMACEUTICAL

We approach the needs of the pharmaceutical industry with meticulous attention to product quality and uncompromising integrity from production through delivery and documentation. Our products meet USP (United States Pharmacopia) standards and our quality specialists, chemical engineers and sales representatives all understand that peoples' lives can depend on how well we do our job.
POOL MAINTENANCE

Pool products designed for the pros. Morton’s professional pool products provide trusted and advanced solutions for pool water maintenance. The name customers have trusted for more than 100 years is the pool salt brand you can trust to keep your business swimming.

FEED MIXING

Animals depend on salt for a healthy, balanced diet. At Morton, we understand the role that salt can play in animal nutrition and have manufactured products specifically to the needs of feed mixing. Whether you are purchasing blocks, bricks, in bags or in bulk, Morton has products that fit your needs.
OIL & GAS

With a vast manufacturing network, experienced production, and commitment to quality and service, Morton Salt is equipped to meet the demands of the Oil & Gas industry. Explore our application areas to learn more about our offerings.